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Prediction of fluid responsiveness has become a topic of
intense interest. Although measurements of preload, by
whatever technique, are still commonly used to guide fluid
therapy [1, 2], these fail to estimate the response to fluids
in one-half of the patients [3]. Accordingly, many patients
may be subjected to the hazards of fluids [4], without
benefiting from hemodynamic improvement.

In patients receiving mechanical ventilatory support
predictable heart lung interactions can be used to accu-
rately identify fluid responsiveness by noting the arterial
pulse pressure or aortic stroke volume variation over three
or more breaths [5]. This is because positive-pressure
inspiration induces cyclic increases in right atrial pressure
causing in turn inverse changes in venous return, right
ventricular filling and ejection and ultimately left ventric-
ular preload. In preload-dependent patients these cyclical

changes in ventricular filling induce cyclic changes in
stroke volume and arterial pulse pressure, provided that
both the right and left ventricles are preload responsive.
These cyclic changes in pressure and flow are referred
to as pulse pressure variation (∆ PP) and stroke volume
variation (∆ SV), respectively. In spontaneously breathing
patients the situation is more complex. Spontaneous in-
spiration induces negative cyclic changes in intrathoracic
pressure causing right atrial pressure to also decrease
increasing the pressure gradient for venous blood flow. In
calves with total artificial hearts spontaneous ventilation
induced opposite changes in left ventricular stroke volume
than mechanical ventilation [6]. However, unlike artificial
hearts whose right and left side filling is independent of
each other, in patients with normal hearts ∆ PP failed
to predict preload response during under either pressure
support [7, 8] or spontaneously breathing [8]. Various
factors may explain this lack of reliability. Both pres-
sure support ventilation and spontaneous breathing are
associated with variability in tidal volume, and both
∆ PP and ∆ SV are dependent on tidal volume [9, 10].
Similarly, spontaneous inspiratory efforts may increase
intra-abdominal pressure because of active compression
of abdominal muscles, exaggerating the preload response.
Finally, sudden increases in right ventricular end-diastolic
volume decrease left ventricular diastolic compliance
by the process of ventricular interdependence, which
may decrease left ventricular filling and stroke volume
independent of preload-responsiveness, because even
failing hearts need some end-diastolic volume to generate
stroke volume. Soubrier et al. [11] in their contribution to
Intensive Care Medicine now reason that forced expiratory
maneuvers (Valsalva maneuver) may identify preload
responsiveness in spontaneously breathing patients when
normal spontaneous ventilation do not. Using standardized
amplitude of respiratory movements they compared the
effects of both a Valsalva maneuver and spontaneous
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breathing on ∆ PP to predict preload responsiveness
in 32 critically ill patients. During regular spontaneous
breathing activity ∆ PP was higher in responders to fluid
challenge than in nonresponders, but the test performed
poorly with a sensitivity of ∆ PP greater than 12% of only
63% although specificity was good (92%). The forced
maneuver failed to improve the performance of the test,
with a decrease in sensitivity to 21% but a maintained
specificity (92%). Importantly, the cutoff value of ∆ PP
increased to 33% during the forced expiratory maneuver,
indicating that during this large swing in pleural pressure
moderate fluctuations in arterial pressure may not indicate
fluid responsiveness. This may be due to several factors.
First, applying larger tidal volumes and more negative
pleural pressure may transiently shift the patient to preload
dependency, which disappears when the patient breaths
normally. Second, the Valsalva maneuver may also affect
right and left ventricular afterload, which may contribute
to respiratory variations in stroke volume [12]. Thus,
regrettably, ∆ PP and other derived indices cannot be
used in spontaneously breathing patients, as slight and
sometimes undetected changes in breathing pattern may
affect these variables.

Another way to predict fluid responsiveness is to
perform an endogenous fluid challenge using passive leg
raising. This approach has been used by cardiologists in
the cardiac catheterization laboratory for over 50 years. In
critically ill patients under mechanical ventilation, with or
without spontaneous respiratory movements, an increase
in mean aortic flow of more than 10% during passive leg
raising reliably predicts the response to fluid challenge [7,
13, 14]. Until now this test has been difficult to apply in
conscious and spontaneously breathing patients. Passive
leg raising requires the use of a fast response measurement
of cardiac output as the increase in cardiac output is
transient and may not be maintained when legs are raised
for more than a few minutes. Hence esophageal Doppler
measures of descending aortic blood flow was used in the
three reported studies [7, 13, 14]. Unfortunately, using
an esophageal flow probe may be quite uncomfortable
in conscious patients. To address this issue both Lamia
et al. [15] and Maizel et al. [16] in their contributions to
Intensive Care Medicine demonstrate that transthoracic
echocardiography can be used to measure mean cardiac
output during leg raising. They report that an increased
change in aortic flow, measured as velocity time interval at
the aortic valve (VTIao) by 10–13%, was associated with
a positive response to fluid challenge. In both cases the
performance of the tests was very good (receiver operating
characteristic curve area of 0.96 [15] and 0.90 [16])
with sensitivity and specificity above 80%. Importantly,
one-half of the patients in the study by Lamia et al. [15]
and all patients in the study by Maizel et al. [16] were
spontaneously breathing without any mechanical support.

These studies provide several lessons. First, changes in
mean arterial pressure during passive leg raising failed to

predict the response to fluid. Similarly, changes in arterial
pressure during fluid challenge were only loosely related
to changes in cardiac output, again demonstrating that the
only way to assess a positive response to fluid in a sponta-
neously breathing subject is to measure the changes in car-
diac output by whatever the technique. Second, changes in
left ventricular area or mitral Doppler, reflecting left ven-
tricular preload, were not useful for predicting the response
to fluids, indicating again that preload-responsiveness is
not the same as preload.

Several limitations of these last two studies should
be acknowledged. First, VTIao rather than stroke vol-
ume or cardiac output was measured in order to limit
errors in calculation. Both studies considered that aortic
diameter did not change during passive leg raising and
fluid challenge, and thus VTIao reflected stroke volume.
However, if passive leg raising induced increased flow
and also increased arterial pressure, aortic diameter may
also increase, reducing the accuracy of the VTIao to
track flow changes [17]. This limitation may not apply
to the aortic outflow tract where VTIao is obtained with
echocardiography, as this area is somewhat protected by
the aortic annulus. Also, although tachycardia is common
in hypovolemia, many studies have reported that there
is no major change in heart rate during fluid challenge,
even in responders, and therefore stroke volume can
be used to assess cardiac output changes, which define
fluid responsiveness. Second, some patients experienced
a significant decrease in cardiac output both during
passive leg raising and fluid challenge. This may reflect
a stress-induced change in metabolic requirements or
reflect vasoconstriction occurring between baseline and
subsequent passive leg raising measurements. This under-
scores the axiom that hemodynamic evaluation should
always be performed carefully in conscious patients
and that external factors may interfere with the hemo-
dynamic response to an intervention. Finally, although
reliable in experts hands (the inter- and intraobserver
variability of VTIao were lower than 5% in both studies),
investigators less experienced with echocardiographic
techniques may not reach this level of accuracy. In par-
ticular, small changes in the angle of the echo beam may
induce errors in measurements that may be misinterpreted
(a 15° angle inducing a 5% error in measurement). More
importantly, echocardiography is not always available at
any time of the day and cannot be used for continuous
monitoring needed for trend analysis. It is likely that other
cardiac output measurement techniques, such as pulse
contour determinations, would provide similar results and
may supplant echocardiography in bedside monitoring of
dynamic changes in cardiac output.

Hence the prediction of fluid responsiveness is now
feasible in spontaneously breathing patients, but this
requires the performance of a passive leg raising test and
the dynamic measure of changing cardiac output using
fast response measurements techniques. In the hands of
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the unskilled, much caution needs to be placed on the
interpretation of these parameters, but when the data are

accurately collected, it represents a new and powerful tool
in the critical care diagnostic armamentarium.
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